
AWARDS

28 March 2014
President Night

Venue Rebung Bangsar, Kuala Lumpur

28 March 2014
PAM Members Night

Venue Rebung Bangsar, Kuala Lumpur

26 April 2014
PAM Annual General Meeting

Venue Saloma Theatre Restaurant, Kuala Lumpur

24 May 2014
PAM Annual Dinner

Venue Pullman Hotel, Kuala Lumpur

27 June 2014
Building Industry Gala

Venue Shangri-la Hotel, Kuala Lumpur

Tan Sri Chan Sau Lai Awards
Nomination Open Date :  4 February 2014
Nomination Closing Date :  4 March 2014
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At the end of 2012 PAM organized the Professional Practice Forum during which 
the challenges facing the Architects mandatory scale of fees were discussed and 
debated. During the forum, the findings of the “PAM Survey on Procurement 2011” 
were also reviewed. The procurement survey revealed the following key findings. 
(1) Most practicing Architects are paid fees way below the mandatory Minimum 
scale of fees. (2) More than 95% of Private sector and more than 80% of 
Government sector projects do not follow the mandatory minimum fee scale. (3) 
Most Architects are not satisfied with the fees and mode of payment but still want 
the mandatory scale of minimum fees to be maintained.

Around the world, the USA, UK, Australia, New Zealand and EU countries have 
abolished the mandatory fees scale back in the early 80’s following the 
introduction of Competition Acts by their respective governments, much to the 
regret of many of the Architects in these advanced countries. Even "recommended 
fees scales” were not allowed under their competition acts. Among the ARCASIA 
countries however, Malaysia, India, Philippines and Indonesia still maintain a 
mandatory fees scale, while Singapore, Hong Kong, Japan, Thailand, Macau and 
Vietnam have recommended fees scales.

Following the introduction of the Competitions Act 2010 (CA2010), PAM had 
several dialogues with the Malaysian Competition Commission (MyCC). On 14 
August 2013, PAM received a letter from MyCC requiring a reply on why we had 
contravened CA2010. PAM being an Institute established under the Registrar of 
Societies 1967, through its constitution is of course not authorised to prescribe 
fees to its members and as such had not contravened CA2010. The issue of 
minimum scale of fees is therefore now with the Board of Architects Malaysia who 
are in consultation with MyCC. The outcome of LAM MyCC consultations will deter-
mine if we can still maintain the minimum scale of fees.

PAM have always maintained the minimum fees scale is necessary to protect 
public interest as Architects undertake to carry out a “minimum scope of works” 
that ensures that public safety and health of our buildings are not compromised. 
PAM had also been working with LAM to implement the deposit of professional 
fees for Housing Projects under the Housing Development Act with LAM as 
stakeholder. This is also to protect the house buying public and ensuring that 
completed housing follows minimum quality standards and are issued with CCC. 

REVIEW OF ARCHITECT’S 
PROFESSIONAL FEES 
AND RENUMERATION
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No.29&31, Jalan TIAJ 2/1, Taman Industri Alam Jaya,
42300 Bandar Puncak Alam, Selangor D E, Malaysia 
Tel : 603-6038 9498 / 9497 / 9094 / 9084 
Fax : 603-6038 9507 / 8684 
Web Site : www.weber.com.my 
E-mail : AhmadWazir.Alias@saint-gobain.com

Penang Office
No.8, Lintang Beringin 2, Jalan Permatang Damar Laut, 
Diamond Valley Light Industrial Park, 
11960 Bayan Lepas, Penang. 
Tel : 604-626 2830 / 2829 Fax : 604-626 2106
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EAST COAST BUILDING INDUSTRY FORUM
23-24 NOVEMBER 2013

PROFESSION / EMPLOYMENT
Average Ringgit Malaysia

FRESH
ENTRY LEVEL

JUNIOR
EXECUTIVE

SENIOR
EXECUTIVE

RM 2,200
RM 2,200
RM 2,000

RM 1,800
RM 2,200

RM 2,800
RM 2,800
RM 2,850
RM 2,500
RM 2,500
RM 2,700

RM 5,200 
RM 4,036
RM 4,600
RM 3,220
RM 3,300 
RM 3,500 

Architects
Civil Engineer
Accountant
Advertising
Sales & Marketing
IT

Are Architects being over paid and uncompetitive because of the minimum scale of fees? One way to approximately gauge 
this is to compare the remuneration of Architect’s with those of other professions as the salaries the Professional Architects 
can afford to pay their staff are usually directly correlated to the professional fees they receive. Job-street surveys which are 
published online give the following comparisons.

When we take into consideration that an Architecture degree requires a minimum of 5 years to complete compared with 4 
years for Engineers and 3 years for Accountants, we find that “Entry Level” fresh graduate Architects are underpaid and have 
to work several years before their salary levels reflect the extra years of their University education. This may be the reason 
the number of Architects compared with population ratios for Malaysia have remained stagnant for the last three decades.

Pertubuhan Akitek Malaysia (PAM) organised Building Industry Forum (East Coast) 2013 on 24th November 2013. It was held 
at Grand Riverview Hotel, Kota Bharu Kelantan from 9:00am until 5:00pm. Ar. Haji Abdul Halim Suhor was the Moderator and 
the speakers were Ar. Ezumi Harzani Ismail, Ar. Joseph Tan Meng Hooi, Ar. Chan Seong Aun and Ar. Abu Zarim Abu Bakar.

Ar. Ezumi Harzani Ismail presented the paper on “Architects In Society– Roles and Obligations”, Ar. Joseph Tan Meng Hooi 
presented the paper on “Architect’s Certification Under the PAM Form 2006”, Ar. Chan Seong Aun presented the paper on 
“Residential Green Design” and Ar. Abu Zarim Abu Bakar presented the paper on “Introduction to Industrialised Buildings 
System(IBS) and IBS Score”. The papers presented had stimulated a lively discussion after the session.
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34TH ARCASIA COUNCIL MEETING AND 17TH FORUM
KATHMANDU, NEPAL 6 – 10TH OCTOBER 2013
ARCASIA 17th Forum 2013, the 34th ARCASIA Council Meeting and Post Forum Symposium hosted by The Society of       
Nepalese Architects (SONA) were successfully held in Kathmandu, Nepal from 6th - 10th October 2013.
 
As with previous ARCASIA congresses, the ARCASIA 2013 celebrated the achievements of architects of its 18 member coun-
tries as well as in other countries in Asia by organizing paper presentations, an exhibition that showcased the emerging   
theoretical and analytical perspectives in Asian architecture, notable developments in contemporary architecture in Asia, and 
offered an opportunity to discuss the future of Asian architecture.
 
The theme of ARCASIA 2013, ‘Spirituality in Architecture’ and ‘Architecture and the Image of the City’, allow the delegates to 
capture the essence of the historic and traditional architecture as well as the contribution of contemporary architecture in 
forming images of the cities.



The world’s only complete Apple-based control, automation, communications and audio/video 
systems from Savant are designed to deliver an unprecedented level of ef ciency, security and 
simplicity, providing each customer with a streamlined smart home experience.

From simple media room control to a fully integrated whole-house audio, video and 
automation system, or even non-invasive re  solutions with very little wiring—Savant 
can meet the demands of any installation or lifestyle. 

At Savant, we merge all of this exciting home control functionality and place it at 
your ngertips through sleek and intuitive user interfaces that are already a part 
of everyday life for many people—Apple’s iPad®, iPad mini®, iPhone®, and 
iPod touch®.  
        If you ever wished you could, Now You Can.

Apple ®-based Home Control,  
Automation & Media

Automation & Control
Control virtually any appliance, 
device or technology.

Home Theater
Rich and dynamic viewing and 
listening experience.

Safety & Security
Lock exterior doors, activate 
security system and view 
surveillance cameras.

Intelligent Lighting
One-touch access to lighting, 
with control of any scheme.

Whole-House Audio
Access and distribution to vast 
libraries of media from any room.

Communications
Complete in-home and 
external communications. 

Climate Control
Monitor and control heating 
and cooling systems, window 
shades and draperies.

Mobile Control
Activate any system function 
from any location.

our technology, your luxury...

: Jaya One, Blk C-41-G

: (603) 7960 5503
savantsystems.com clar i tymp.com



GBI FACTS & FICTION
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Contributed by Ir Chen Thiam Leong GBIAP
(First written in Jan 2012 and data updated in Aug 2013)

Aug 2008, the PAM Council (Pertubuhan Arkitek Malaysia or Malaysia Institute of Architects) approved the formation of a 
Sustainability Committee to develop a Green Building rating tool for Malaysia, following the proposal by REHDA (Real 
Estate Housing Development Association) at a BIPC (Building Industry Presidents’ Council) meeting that the professionals 
who are regulated under their respective Acts in this country are most appropriate to undertake this task.

PAM Sustainable Committee approached Ir TL Chen to help develop the tool to avoid duplication since he was already 
developing the tool for MGBC (Malaysia Green Building Confederation which at that time was tentatively known as 
Malaysia Sustainable Building Council).

Ir Chen in turn obtained consent from MGBC council to allow PAM and ACEM (Association of Consulting Engineers, 
Malaysia) to take over to accelerate development of the tool (which had stalled due to problems with registering MGBC 
and funding).

In return, PAM volunteered to help MGBC redraft its constitution and recruit founding members from 7 states to fulfill 
requirement for registration as a national-based organisation. PAM also offered to house MGBC in PAM during its infancy.

Sep/Oct 2008, the Committee carried out studies on better known green rating models such as BREEAM, LEED, 
GREENMARK and GREENSTAR to establish the criteria. 

Oct 2008, the Committee visited Singapore to study GREENMARK and held discussions with the Building Construction 
Authority (BCA) Singapore and the Singapore Institute of Architects (SIA), hosted by Mr Tan Tian Chong, BCA’s director for 
GREENMARK and Ar. Tai Lee Siang, President SIA.

Nov 2008, study visit to Green Building Council of Australia’s GREENSTAR. Hosted by Ms Trudy-Ann King of the Green 
Building Council Australia (GBCA).

The Green Building Index (GBI) was introduced on 3 Jan 2009 at the Green Design Forum held at the Kuala Lumpur 
Convention Centre. Keynote speaker was the Minister of Climate Change and Water, Australia, the Hon. Senator Penny 
Wong. The website www.greenbuildingindex.org was also launched to disseminate information.

INTRODUCTION:
21st May 2009 marks the day Malaysia joined the global ranks of green building rating systems. The launch of Malaysia’s 
own Green Building Index (GBI) also signals the coming of age for the nation in pursuing a sustainable built environment. As 
a matter of national pride, GBI also serves to demonstrate that Malaysia has surpassed other regional countries in this field 
and is rapidly closing the gap on our regional leader down south. For those in the built industry, this is indeed a welcomed 
development as Malaysia has always been a bridesmaid behind Singapore and Thailand on issues relating to Energy 
Efficiency and the like until now.

Not only have GBI done Malaysia proud, but the proponents of GBI have even ventured beyond national service into 
international service when a team of GBI trainers conducted a ‘train the trainers’ course in Jakarta to help the Indonesia 
Green Building Council prepare their launch of the ‘Greenship’ rating tool in 2010. 

Despite all the achievement and recognition overseas, the infamous ‘gucci syndrome’ continues to plague the Malaysia 
public and GBI is not spared, with myths and half-truths continuing to prevail.

Facts and Fiction about GBI
Myth No.1: 
GBI serves to enrich the individuals who own it as a registered Sendirian Berhad (Greenbuildingindex Sdn Bhd).

To debunk this myth, the following facts prevail;
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SIZE OF PROJECT

SINGLE RESIDENCE

SMALL

INTERMEDIATE

MEDIUM

LARGE

EXTRA LARGE

MEGA PROJECT

* Rates shown are as of the date of the application and registration and may be revised from time to time as appropriate.
* Rates shown are excluding Government Service Tax (GST)

TOTAL GROSS FLOOR AREA (m2)

Below 2,000

Up to 4,000

4,001 to 10,000

10,001 to 30,000

30,001 to 50,000

50,001 to 100,000

Above 100,000

REGISTRATION FEES (RM)

5,000.00

8,000.00

10,000.00

20,000.00

32,000.00

45,000.00

Assessment fee will be determined on a
project-by-project basis

23 Feb 2009, Greenbuildingindex Sdn Bhd (GSB) was registered to manage GBI for the purpose of limited liability as a 
prelude to forming a Trust or Foundation in the long term. The shares of GSB are held by ACEM (which is registered under 
the Registrar of Companies Act and are hence permitted to own other equities) and PAM through 3 appointed trustees 
(because PAM which is registered under the Registrar of Society Act with no limited liability cannot hold business equity 
directly (circa 2009*). 
*Note that this Society ruling has since been changed in Oct 2011 and the PAM equity is now held directly by PAM.

From the above table, the fee for 1,000 units of link house residential development @ RM5,000 per unit, will cost the 
developer a whopping additional cost of RM5 million! Is this true?

This long standing mystery (supposedly concocted by a certain individual from peninsula Malaysia) has since been 
debunked in a published press statement by Sabah REHDA (SHAREDA) in the Borneo Post April 29 2011 as reproduced 
below;

“We were misguided on GBI registration fee as the 
RM5,000 fee is for individually developed bungalow unit. 
For a development of 1,000 units of double-storey terrace 
houses each of 172sqm, the fee would be as low as RM65 
per unit (under Mega Project charges). For 500 units, it is 
at RM90 per unit while the fee is RM200 each for 50 to 
100 units.

Myth No.1 is hence debunked as no individuals had or will benefit from GBI.

Myth No.2: 
Very high and expensive GBI registration, accreditation and certification fees

This myth arose amongst other reasons, from selective misinterpretation of the following tabulated fee structure (for new 
construction);

GBI FACTS & FICTION (continued)
Contributed by Ir Chen Thiam Leong GBIAP
(First written in Jan 2012 and data updated in Aug 2013)
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It is worthwhile to note that the GBI Registration is a one-off all-in fee that includes Certification and Site Verification visits 
(even to East Malaysia). There is also no additional charge for all rating categories be it Certified or Platinum level.

As for GBI Facilitator services and charges, this will be market-driven and is not dissimilar to Singapore Green Mark 
Manager fee which can range from a “postman service fee” to “enhanced service fee”. The significant development since 
the advent of GBI in May 2009 is that LEED A/P and GMM fees have all continued to spiral downwards in tandem with 
GBIF fees.

This assertion does not hold water even before the advent of GBI in May 2009.

Published data from LEED and Green Mark are remarkably similar with cost increase ranging from 0.3% (Certified level) 
to 8% (Platinum level).

As for GBI costs, these are beginning to become available as registered buildings reach completion and the trend appears 
to reflect that of LEED and Green Mark green buildings. Certain residential high rise developers have declared insignificant 
cost increase to attain GBI Certified level. Amongst the completed commercial buildings, the world class Suruhanjaya 
Tenaga (Energy Commission) GBI Platinum building incurred a green cost premium of 6% and the GBI Gold rated First 
Avenue Office building registered a 9% green cost premium with its Thermal Storage Air Conditioning plant accounting 
for over half of this green cost.

It is inevitable that cost for greening Existing Buildings tend to be masked by cost for replacing end-of-life installations 
and other unrelated factors.

Owners have been known to lament that going green is expensive citing high performance glazing alone will cost an arm 
and leg. The embarrassing truth is that going green does not translate to the mandatory need for using expensive high 
performance glazing. Why design a fully (internal and external) glazed building in the first place or alternatively why design 
with glazing on the sun-washed façades? It is interesting to note that these same owners acknowledge the rapidly falling 
prices of high performance glazing since the launch of GBI, no doubt due to awareness and economy of scale.

This is a very interesting myth since on one hand, there are some who question the quality of GBI vis-à-vis the more 
established ‘international’ rating systems but yet there are others who feel GBI standard is too high.

More often than not, the detractors tend to be those more familiar with other rating tools who will have the edge should 
the client opt for non-GBI rating since there will be less competition. The fact is there are currently over 600 registered 
GBI Facilitators listed on the website compared with a handful of other service providers.

GBI has consciously strived to be of the highest international standard but yet encourage buy-in and discourages (if not 
avoid) green washing.

Myth No.2 is debunked and the founders of GBI have lived up to their promise of ensuring a lowest registration cost (and 
reputable world class) rating system in the region. 

Myth No.3: 
Obtaining GBI certification can cost 20 to 30% more.

Verdict: Myth No.3 is debunked.

Myth No.4: 
GBI certification is very difficult to achieve

GBI FACTS & FICTION (continued)
Contributed by Ir Chen Thiam Leong GBIAP
(First written in Jan 2012 and data updated in Aug 2013)
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Striving for GBI Certified rating will merely require designers and the project team to adopt fundamental good practice 
measures and awareness of a sustainable environment as aptly demonstrated by the various GBI conducted workshops. 
In fact this basic rating level is comparative with most if not all available green building rating tools. Any lower standard 
will veer towards green washing.

Similarly GBI Silver rating will require the project team to adopt excellent practice measures on sustainability while 
achieving GBI Gold rating will put the building amongst the top 20% achievers in the country.

Nonetheless it is true that GBI Platinum rating is indeed very difficult to achieve. This is where GBI lives up to its reputation 
of international billing and will expect only a handful of such world class buildings. If the complaint on GBI being difficult 
to achieve is premised on GBI Platinum rating then GBI would have achieved its goal.

GBI is committed to ensure adherence to the terms and conditions of this government incentive scheme (the first of its 
kind in the world). The implementation mechanism places responsibility and liability on the project professionals who are 
regulated by their respective boards. The GBI Accredited Panel serves as the checker for these cost submissions and 
approval is signed by the President of the Board of Architects Malaysia.

Submission of Qualifying Green Cost can only be done after the building has been awarded its CVA certificate. As of 15 
July 2013, only 15 buildings have reached this stage and their Green Cost approvals are in various stages of processing.

To date Green Cost certificates have been issued to 2 buildings totalling over RM 24 million. 4 are under processing, 6 
awaiting submission and 3 not likely to submit any claim due to insignificant cost involved.

This mischievous myth may have arisen due to the rejection of Green Cost claim for installations not related to 
sustainability, such as life-style gold plated water fittings and even road humps! The particular project submitted an initial 
Green Cost claim of RM 6.05million which was rejected and after 4 rounds of revisions, the Green Cost was subsequently 
reduced to RM 1.47 million.

Another myth debunked.

Myth No.5: 
GBI Qualifying Green Cost approval is very difficult to obtain

Definitely a mischievous myth.

GBI FACTS & FICTION (continued)

We wish to apologise for the error on page 11 of Berita Akitek October 2013.  The following should be the correct text:
Dato’ Ar. Dr. Kenneth Yeang King Mun - Recipient of Honorary Degree Award for Architecture, University of Malaya

ERRATA

Contributed by Ir Chen Thiam Leong GBIAP
(First written in Jan 2012 and data updated in Aug 2013)
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF THE MINUTES OF THE 7TH MEETING 
OF THE PAM COUNCIL 2013-2014 HELD ON 29 NOVEMBER 2013
Council approved the new membership applications of 3 Graduate Members,  1 Academic Member, 1 International 
Member, 244 Student Members, 10 Corporate-Ordinary C65 Members and 1 Retired Member.

PAM Sabah Chapter originally planned to celebrate 50 Years of Architecture in Sabah on 19 December 2013. The Chap-
ter however, rescheduled the date to incorporate the celebration during the PAM Sabah Chapter Annual Dinner 2014.

PAM Sarawak Chapter requested PAM to assist to organise a talk in Sabah on the ‘Landed Strata Titles’ topic. The Sarawak 
state government is expected to proceed to amend the Strata Titles Act (STA) to incorporate part of Singapore and West 
Malaysia’s version into the existing STA. 

The Building Industry Forum in the East Coast was held on Sunday, 24 November 2013 in Kota Bharu, Kelantan. 20 
participants registered for the Forum. 

This full day Seminar on “Strata Titles Development and Update” was held on Saturday, 30 November 2013 at the One 
World Hotel, Petaling Jaya. There will be four speakers at the seminar. 

The International Design Lecture Series “Transforming the Designer Industry” was held on 13 November 2013 at PAM 
Centre. PAM would explore further to collaborate with the speaker, Dr. Dean Kashiwagi on the procurement and project man-
agement system.

Council approved the topics, which are related to Urban Migration, proposed by the Education Committee for the ARCASIA 
Forum in conjunction with ACA16:  Education  -  the integration of BIM into architectural education; Urban Migration - revital-
izing the old township, designing the compact city & revisiting the idea of the ideal city; technology - smart villages &          
connectivity of public transportation.

150 registrations have been received for the PAM-Lafarge Architecture Student Competition 2013.

The Committee proposed to collaborate with CIDB, Lembaga Perumahan dan Hartanah Selangor (LPHS) and the IBS industry 
partners to organise the Ideas Competition for Urban Housing. The competition is planned to be launched in March/April 
2014.  

Ar. Zamri Ismail represented PAM at the meeting on the Focus Group Discussion (FGD) Kajian Keberkesanan EIA oleh 
Jabatan Alam Sekitar di Bawah Projek Pembangunan RMK10 on 20 November 2013. One of the issues discussed was 
on the improvement of the approval process which has been shortened from 6 months to few weeks in 3 stages. 

ICOMOS Malaysia (International Commission on Monument on Site) was newly registered with ROS on 27 August 2013. 
PAM Council agreed to support ICOMOS Malaysia in specified mutually agreed areas.

A.B. Hubback: An Architectural Celebration in Malaya exhibition will be rescheduled to January 2014 as requested by the 
National Textile Museum due to clashing of other exhibitions on the earlier proposed dates. 

Heritage Architecture Visit to Jogjakarta was successfully held from 17 to 20 November 2013. 

Council agreed that PAM’s stand on liberalisation is to allow the collaboration between the Malaysian Architect and the 
foreign architect with reference to a defined guideline and procedure. The proposed scope of works ratio is 60% local           
architect and 40% by foreign architect. 

Council approved the proposal and budget for the Malaysian Architecture Exhibition 2014 exhibition whose objective is 
to link with liberalisation and the marginalisation of Malaysian Architect from major projects nationwide. Professional Archi-
tects will be invited to submit their architectural works for this exhibition. The exhibition is proposed to be held for one month 
in conjunction with the Kuala Lumpur Architecture Festival (KLAF) 2014 and ACA16 DATUM:KL 2014.

The Minister of Urban Wellbeing, Housing and Local Government has agreed to participate in the Putrajaya Bike Ride 2014 
which the Membership &Youth Committee proposed to organise tentatively in February 2014.

The Professional Practice Forum (PPF) will be held on 7th December 2013. 

PAM has organised some introductory seminars on Building Information Modelling (BIM) but the response was very poor. 





6 November 2013
Visit by PAM Sarawak Chapter
PAM Centre, Wisma Bandar
Kuala Lumpur

27 November 2013
PAM Design Lecture Series
COX Architecture
By Richard Coulson, Cox Rayner
PAM Centre, Wisma Bandar
Kuala Lumpur

30 November 2013
Strata Titles Development and Update
By Ar. Chee Soo Teng, Mr. Chris Tan, Mr. Richard
Dimmick & Dr. Alias Rameli
Kuala Lumpur

27 November 2013
PAM Seminar On Architectural Glass Our 
Glass Solution; Your Key To Success…
By Francesco Tritta, Elif Ercani, Erik De Jongh, 
Juha Littya
Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre
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< continued from Page 13

PAM is in discussion with a few vendors to provide ArchiCAD BIM software to the training 
centre under Pusat Teknologi Sdn Bhd (PTSB) in order to provide training on BIM to        
Members.

The Professional Practice Committee proposed to organise a talk on Goods and Services 
Tax (GST) for PAM Members.  

Architect Centre Sdn Bhd (ACSB) conducted the Building Inspection and Performance 
Verification with Thermal Imaging Course on 26 October 2013. Thermal imaging machine is 
useful in detecting leaks in the building. 
 
The electronic submission for Green Building Index application will fully commence next 
year after all the testing is completed. 

There are three New GBI Rating Tools scheduled to be launched as follows:
i. Hotel and Resort Tool (to be launched in December 2013)
ii. Public Health Tool (to be launched in the 1st quarter of 2014)
iii. Interior Tool (to be launched in the 1st quarter of 2014)

PAM Council fully support the donation campaign initiative among PAM Members with 
The Malaysian Red Crescent Society to help the victims of Typhoon Haiyan in Philippines.         
Donations made through the Red Crescent Society are entitled for tax exemption.
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